From Father Tim
Just a little more than seven years ago now I sat in Arlene and Joe
Serdakowski’s living room, a candidate to be your next rector. The conversation was
easy; the laughter was frequent; and the questions reflected a church that was
energetic, committed, and faithful. It seemed as if the vestry arrived that night
positively inclined, based upon the advance billing of the search committee, and I
know I was returning to Rhode Island excited by the prospects of being called to
St. Luke’s.
But then, the atmosphere in the room changed; the tone grew a bit more
serious and folks seemed a bit more attentive when Jamie Millard asked his question:
“What do you think of our mission trip to the DR?” he began. “And do you plan on
going down there yourself?”
In that moment, I felt like there was most definitely a “right” and “wrong”
answer. Lucky for me, I got it “right.” Also, lucky for me, the “right answer”
captured my true sentiment. The prospects of a mission trip with a group of teens
and adults could not have been more exciting.
As I write this note, I am getting ready for my fourth time in El Pedregal—
and let me tell you, the reality of my first three trips has exceeded even my grandest
imaginings.
I love that our teens are willing to put in long hours preparing for their
journey. I love that they are willing to spend a week of their vacation (and in some
cases, even miss a week of school) traveling to this developing region, to sleep on
cots, work long hours, endure cold showers, and generally step out of their comfort
zones.
I love that our chaperones are similarly willing to devote a week of their
vacation time, sacrificing creature comforts, to dig trenches, hoist cinder blocks,
paint classrooms, and work elbow to elbow with a collection of teenagers, mostly
not their own children.

I love that parishioners of all generations, some “DR alumni” but many who
aren’t, give generously and selflessly, buying pizzas or bricks, so that another group of
missioners might experience the joy and magic of this once-in-a-lifetime adventure.
(Thank you so much for your contributions!)
I love, love, love the people we meet, so warm and welcoming. Each year,
when we leave, hugs are exchanged, tears are shed, and hearts are a little broken. It
never ceases to amaze me that, while this might be our mission trip, we are the ones
who are cared for, we are the ones who are served, we are the ones whose lives are
changed, are made better — so much more so than any of our Dominican
counterparts.
And I love how we return to Rhode Island, having lived into the depths of our
baptismal covenant, having sought and served Christ in all persons, loving our
neighbors as ourselves.
Do we change the lives of the people of El Pedregal? Hopefully, at least a little
bit. Are our lives changed by the people of El Pedregal? More than words can
explain.
In traveling to the Dominican Republic, we learn more about Jesus, and the
gospel, and the Kingdom of God in one week than we might otherwise in a lifetime.
I cannot wait to return to El Pedregal (and not just because the temperatures
will be forty degrees warmer). I cannot wait because the work that we do and the
company we keep makes for a “thin place.”
If you’ve not heard of this notion before, Mindie Burgoyne, a blogger on Celtic
Spirituality, describes a thin place this way: “Truth abides in thin places; naked, raw, hard to
face truth. Yet the comfort, safety, and strength to face that truth abides there (as well). Thin
places captivate our imagination, yet diminish our existence. We become very small, yet we gain
connection and become part of something larger than we can perceive.”
These words, I believe, both beautifully capture the experience of a “thin place”
and perfectly describe our trip to El Pedgregal. They also explain the passion in Jamie
Millard’s question from seven years ago.
I thank you all for making possible this journey to the thin place. I pray when
we return, our experience might make thinner the place we call St. Luke’s.
Peace,

Tim

Anecdotes From The Assistant:
A Word From Father Dante
I have found in the clergy and theological world there are certain authors that
“everyone has read.” There are certain people that everyone assumes you have read
the moment you put on that clerical collar. In some cases, admitting you have not
read that book or that person can come with some embarrassment and reactions like,
“how did you make it through seminary without reading fill-in-the-blank?!” Despite
my reputation as a bit of a theology/church nerd, there are some of those iconic
people that I have never really read: maybe I read a blurb, or a chapter, but never a
whole book. I am only mildly embarrassed to admit that Henri J. M. Nouwen is one
of those people from me. So last week, when a friend encouraged me to read
Nouwen’s “Life of the Beloved” I jumped at the opportunity to final read the
beloved Henri Nouwen.
It is not much of an over statement to say that this book as changed my life. It has
certainly rocked my spiritual life, awakened things I did not know where present in
my soul, and has re-energized my commitment to work for the full integration of my
life of faith.
Life of the Beloved: Spiritual Living in a Secular World is written as a letter to one of
Nouwen’s friends called Fred. Fred asked Nouwen to write something for him and
his friends about the spiritual life. He asked Nowen to write something to help them
in their searching: people without deep religious or spiritual connections. In
response to this, Nouwen opens the first chapter by talking about how this project
emerged for him. “Ever since you asked me to write for you and your friends about
the spiritual life, I have been wondering if there might be one word I would most
want you to remember when you finished reading all I wish to say . . . It is the word
“Beloved,” and I am convinced that it has been given to me for the sake of you and
your friends” (25). Nouwen spends the rest of the book writing an intimate and
passionate story about what it means to be and live as the Beloved of God.
I found myself convicted as I turned the page and read these words:
It certainly is not easy to hear that voice [claiming you as Beloved] in a world
filled with voices that shout: “You are no good, you are ugly; you are
worthless; you are despicable, you are nobody – unless you can demonstrate
the opposite.” These negative voices are so loud and so persistent that it is
easy to believe them. That’s the great trap. It is the trap of self-rejection.
Over the years, I have come to realize that the greatest trap in our life is
not success, popularity or power, but self-rejection (26-27, Emphasis
added).

Those words did not just convict me they hit the deepest source of pain in my soul
– pain so real I found myself angry at the friend who recommended the book,
slamming the book down on the table, and walking away. But when my Italian
temper subsided I was able to recognize that my anger was a kneejerk response to
being reminded of my pain.
This book may have been written nearly 30 years ago, but Nouwen’s assessment of
the world we live in is still spot on. We live in a world, a society, and culture that
focuses on and privileges productivity and achievement. We are judge worthy not by
our character, but by what we have achieved, won, and what our professional output
is. When we are constantly surrounded by these voices and messages it can be
difficult to not start beating ourselves up or being too hard on ourselves. I would
hazard a guess that I am not alone in our community of setting the bar just a little
too high for myself, of having unrealistic expectations of what I can do and achieve.
Then when I fail to live up to that unattainable standard, to use Nouwen’s words, I
fall into the trap of self-rejection.
I spent the majority of Monday afternoon, sitting on my couch reading this
passionate plea to claim my status as Beloved. It was intimate, challenging, and tore
down my defenses making me all the more vulnerable to his words. It was the
perfect thing for me to read the day after we celebrated The Baptism of our Lord.
Just as God claimed Jesus his Beloved in the waters of Baptism, so we too are
claimed in those very same waters. As much as I struggle to believe it from time to
time, I too, with all my shortcomings and limitations, have been claimed and named
by God as Beloved.
I wonder if you struggle the way I struggle. I wonder if sometimes you have a hard
time believing that you too are a Beloved child of God. If you are, I recommend to
you Life of the Beloved: Spiritual Living in a Secular World. It might convict you, it might
be hard to read, it might stir things up for you that you did not know existed inside
you. But maybe that is just the place you need to be in to read it. If it is not, feel
free to get angry with me the same way I got angry with my friend. But no matter
what you decide to do: try to remember, especially in those times when you doubt it
most, that you are Beloved.
Regardless if you read this book, may we all hear and believe these words from
Nouwen and claim them as our own:
All I want to say to you is “You are the Beloved,” and all I hope is that you
can hear these words as spoken to you with all the tenderness and force that
love can hold. My only desire is to make these words reverberate in every
corner of your being – “You are the Beloved” (26).

You are the Beloved,
Dante

The Choirs Of St. Luke’s

Sweets for your Sweet – Sunday, February 10!
Choir Bake sale coming soon!
On Sunday, February 10 the St. Cecilia Choir, along with the Angel and Canterbury
Choirs, will have a Bake Sale following both the 7:45 am and 10:15 am services. This
is a great opportunity to buy delicious baked goods to share with loved ones - just in
time for Valentine’s Day! Mini bread loaves, cookies, and chocolate treats are just
some of the yummy items you will find at the sale. Your support at the Bake Sale will
benefit the St. Cecilia Choir Fund, which is used to purchase materials for the Royal
School of Church Music training program. The fund also provides scholarships for
the intensive summer training courses enjoyed by many of our choristers.

The Welcoming Committee
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Many Differences, Same Jesus
This article is the third in a six part series titled “Many Differences, Same Jesus.” In this series we have asked
members of our community to reflect upon the theme of our 2019 Commitment Campaign. This piece is a printing of
Michael Grady’s witness given in church on Sunday November 18.
The Harvest of Our Giving
By: Mike Grady
Good morning. Let me start by saying what a privilege it is to follow Arielle Rogers and Gary
Schweizer as a witness to the 2019 Commitment Campaign: Many Differences, Same Jesus. They both
inspired and moved us with their thoughtful words. They also created just a little bit of pressure on
the guy who gets to go last, but that’s a good thing, right?
Like many of you, I’ve spent a fair amount of time these past few weekends working out in the yard,
preparing our flower beds and vegetable garden for a long winter’s nap. Cutting back the perennials,
removing and storing tomato cages, yanking out those last stubborn weeds, adding a final layer of
compost; all in hopes of beating those first flakes of snow that flew last Thursday afternoon.
So, when Fr. Tim asked me to offer this final ministry statement, I was very much in a plant-andharvest frame of mind. You see, as a native son of the Midwest, this seasonal cycle of planting and
growing and harvesting is really part of my DNA. It also strikes me that there’s a parallel between a
growing season and the good works of a faith community like ours that’s committed to following
the way of Jesus by helping the less fortunate in our midst.
Indeed, “the harvest” is one of Scripture’s most familiar themes. Paul, in his letter to the
Corinthians, writes: He who supplies seed to the sower and bread for food will supply and multiply your
resources and increase the harvest of your righteousness. You will be enriched in every way for great generosity,
which through us will produce thanksgiving to God.
You just have to look up at these amazing banners to apprehend St. Luke’s “harvest of
righteousness.” And the bounty is a sight to behold:
We harvest every last Saturday of the month when the loaves-and-fishes’ caravan rolls
out to Woonsocket to offer food and clothing to our neighbors; just as we feed
closer to home every Wednesday at Lunch on the Hill and the monthly Christ
Community Kitchen;
We harvested last May when two of our graduating seniors stepped up to this lectern
and said, thank you, for preparing them to venture out to the brave new world of
college;
We harvest every month when our vestry – parishioners from different ministries, with
different politics, from different faith journeys – all come together as one to do the
important business of our parish … “many perspectives, same Jesus”;
We harvested earlier this month when eight Rite 13 students stood at this rail and said,
“yes, we are ready to continue our journey to adulthood” and you answered, “and
we are here to support you.”
We harvested three weeks ago at the opening Eucharist of the Diocesan Convention
when our magnificent choir raised the rafters of this holy place, singing “Praise to
the Lord”;
We harvest every week when we receive the wisdom of our clergy;

And we will harvest again next February when our J2A students and adult leaders enter
the village of El Pedregal for a week of work and prayer in fellowship with our
Dominican brothers and sisters.
Of course, all of this harvesting is possible only through the commitment of thousands of hours of
our time and our financial support.
We all take different paths to the harvest table. Gary and his husband Joseph found St. Luke’s one
cold Christmas Eve and were overwhelmed by both the beauty of the service and your warm
embrace. Arielle was drawn here by the Canterbury Choir, the celebration of our differences and, in
her words, “the extraordinary” Rodney Ayers.
My family and I found St. Luke’s at a more somber time. Our first service here was the first Sunday
following the 9/11 attacks which took the lives of several friends. Like many of you we came to
church that day searching for a safe harbor and comforting words in the shadow of darkness. We
found that safety and so much more, and have never looked back. Now I wish I could say I went
home after that first service and signed a pledge card. But true to my first-born nature, I moved
cautiously in my first year or so at St. Luke’s. I was worried about what that commitment would
mean, how would it might change my comfortable place here.
Well, what pledging did for me is what it’s done for many of you: It strengthened my sense of
belonging, my bond to the community; it’s become part of my identity. And the plain fact is, my
giving over the years has increased in proportion to my involvement -- as a teacher, vestry member,
missioner, warden – testament to my growing faith in the mission and ministries of St. Luke’s.
In closing, I want to thank all of you who’ve already made a pledge for 2019. For others who
continue to pray on this very personal decision, we hope that in the end, you’ll decide to come on
out to the garden, plant some seeds, join in the harvest, and change the world.
Thank you.
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ADULT FAITH FORMATION
Join us beginning on Sunday January 13 for our next adult faith formation
series. For this book study we will be reading the book Talking about Genesis: A
Resource Guide. Books are available in the parish office for $10 each. As always,
scholarships are available to cover the cost of the book.
Please read the following chapter for each class: January 20 - Chapter 3;
February 3 - Chapter 4; February 10 - Chapter 9.

ST. LUKE’S USHER MINISTRY
USHERS NEEDED FOR 7:45 AM SERVICES
Our Mission: The usher ministry offers the hospitality of Christ to people who
come to worship, to collect and secure the gifts of the people, and to assure the
order, comfort, and safety of the congregation. Making St. Luke’s an inviting place
to worship.
Talent: Must like meeting and greeting people
The ability to be friendly while dignified and appreciative of the setting.
Attentiveness to needs and poise in the unexpected.
Time Involved: Teams serve on a rotational basis about every 6 weeks.
Ushers may specify a preference for services.
Arrive 30 minutes before service.
Please reach out to Steve McLoughlin if you would like to know more:
401-885-3104/smcloughlin2@aol.com
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